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Abstract: The complexity of today's metallic alloys and ceramics is increasing rapidly to meet the growing
demands for high-performance materials in extreme dynamic environments. These materials are essential for a
wide range of applications, including aircraft components, automobile frames, vehicle and body armor
protection parts, satellite systems, and multifunctional hypersonic structures. However, traditional methods
used to evaluate the dynamic behavior of materials, such as the Kolsky bar or large spall experiments, are often
low throughput, expensive, and do not provide high-fidelity microstructure-property linkages critical for
designing materials for extreme environments. In my talk, I will discuss the application of novel, high-throughput
testing protocols for studying the mechanical response of metallic alloys with carefully designed
microstructures. These protocols combine two dynamic testing methods, a custom nanoindentation protocol,
and a laser-driven micro-flyer impact protocol, facilitating rapid testing of materials across several orders of
strain rates and shock levels. This approach has been used to develop lightweight Magnesium alloys for
protection applications. Additionally, I will present results related to a third high-throughput dynamic protocol
called Ox-LIPIT (Laser induced particle impact testing in high-pressure oxygen systems), which can be used to
design burn-resistant materials for reusable rocket engines. Taken together, these novel high-throughput
techniques combined with advanced processing/manufacturing methods hold the potential to revolutionize
materials design for extreme environments. 
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